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      Scientific Impact:  

• Contribute to a better understanding and 
modeling of key weakness of the Internet 
infrastructure in countries that expose 
them to targeted attacks by state actors 
and organized groups 

• Data and models also relevant to 
resiliency of critical infrastructure (e.g., 
preparedness to natural disasters) 

• Provide input for political scientists and 
international relations researchers to 
reason about “opportunity and 
willingness” to engage into large-scale 
cyber conflict 

Solution:  
• Through a novel multi-layer 

mapping effort, we aim at 
identifying important components 
of the Internet topology of a 
country/region— Autonomous 
Systems (ASes), Internet Exchange 
Points (IXPs), PoPs, colocation 
facilities, and physical cable 
systems which represent the "key 
terrain" in cyberspace.  

Challenge:  
• Hackers, terrorists or nation 

states, can disrupt, intercept or 
manipulate the Internet traffic of 
entire countries or regions by 
targeting structural weaknesses 
of the Internet topology.  

• Goal: Identify strategic points in 
the macroscopic Internet 
topology constitute key terrain 
in the cyberspace battlefield. 

• Collecting and interpreting data 
about the Internet connectivity 
of a country is challenging.

Broader Impact and Broader 
Participation:  
• The Internet is a critical 

infrastructure on which all other 
critical infrastructures depend: 
safety and prosperity of our society 
as well as international relations 
depend on cybersecurity. Yet the 
exposure of a country's Internet 
macroscopic infrastructure to 
targeted attacks with potential 
massive impact is unclear. This 
project tries to bridge this crucial 
gap. 
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MapKIT—Mapping Key Internet Terrain

5 Country-Level Transit

In this section we present the results of applying our CTI metric to the transit
ecosystem of 75 countries with little-to-no international peering. (We describe
our method for selecting these countries in §6.) We provide a high-level charac-
terization of the transit ecosystem in each country by comparing the CTI scores
of the top-5 ASes ranked by CTI (Sec. 5.1), as well as a set of ASes that appear
in the top 5 of many countries (at least 10). Our hypothesis is that these coun-
tries show di↵erent transit profiles as a consequence of the socioeconomic and
geopolitical diversity of the sample: from high exposure to observation, where
one AS is the most influential transit provider and others are very marginal, to
less exposed countries with an ensemble of ASes with similar values of CTI.

Investigating the companies operating the ASes with high CTI, we find two
prominent groups of organizations: submarine cable operators (Sec. 5.2) and
state-owned providers (Sec. 5.3). For the former, their operation of physical in-
frastructure connected to the country may underpin their high transit influence.
With regards to state-owned ASes, providing transit may give governments the
ability to expand their footprint beyond addresses they originate, e.g., through
a state-owned broadband provider. In some cases, state ownership of a transit
provider may follow their investment in a submarine cable or landing station,
while in others it may reflect the government’s intention to enact censorship. We
limit our analysis to the discovery of the transit footprint of the state, without
delving into the underlying motives.

5.1 CTI distribution across countries

Fig. 3: Boxplot of CTI distributions for the top-5 ASes in each country.

In this subsection we present an overview of the CTI distribution across
countries. Countries with a top-heavy distribution of CTI values are particularly
exposed to specific networks. Other nations with a more flat distribution signal
an ecosystem that is less exposed to prominent transit ASes. Fig. 3 shows the
distribution of CTI values for ASes ranked in the top 5 by CTI in each country.
In 51 countries, the top-ranked AS has CTI � 0.3, signaling high exposure to
observation and tampering by that specific network.
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Fig. 10: Process diagram showing input sources and analyses that produce our
model of AS-level connectivity, the CTI metric.
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